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Introduction 

Yttria-stablilized zirconia (YSZ) is increasing in popularity 

among dentists due to its ability to be used as a monolithic 

restoration [1].  Monolithic zirconia restorations have 

combined better esthetics and strength than other tooth-

colored restorations, making them an attractive and 

convenient choice by dentists and patients [2, 3].  

Single- and multiple-unit restorations such as abutments, 

implant supported prosthesis, and orthodontic brackets are 

examples of zirconia’s use in clinical practice [1]. Material 

complications for monolithic YSZ restorations are minimal; 

[4, 5] however, biological and technical complications such 

as recurrent decay, cementation errors, iatrogenic causes, 

endodontic access, esthetic failure, and occlusal issues, to 

name a few, occur more often [2]. Any of those circumstances 

required the removal or replacement of the restoration. 

Typically, coarse tapered or cylindrical diamond burs on a 

high-speed handpiece are used to remove failed ceramic 

restorations [2, 6] that are still in place. In single crowns, the 

process starts by sectioning the buccal and lingual surfaces to 

break into two pieces the cemented restoration that can later 

be removed using a crown separator [2]. This multi-step 

instrumentation represents a risk for damage to the soft and 

hard tissues, e.g., the harm of the gingiva, removal of 

unnecessary tooth structure, high heat causing pulpal 

necrosis, tooth fracture, or even damage to an adjacent tooth 

[2]. To prevent these undesirable damages, removing fixed 

restorations using dental lasers is becoming an area of 

interest. 

In a case report by Cranska in 2016, an Er: YAG laser was 

used to debond still bonded remnants of a fractured 

monolithic YSZ crown without damage to the underlying 

tooth structure. The removal of the crown was completed in 

120 s [7] without apparently being traumatic to the underlying 

tooth structure.  Other clinical cases have shown that no tooth 

structure is damaged during removal of the monolithic 

zirconia restoration and that the restoration remains in a 

single piece without surface alterations [2]. The effectiveness 

of the clinical use of the lasers on monolithic restorations is 

an unexplored but important area to unveil considering the 

increasing number of monolithic restorations bonded to the 

tooth or implant abutments using resin-based cements [1, 8- 
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11]. There are clinical reports on the debonding capabilities 

of the erbium-based lasers, but there is no research about the 

thermal effects on high strength ceramics. Thus, the 

temperature changes were assessed during laser application 

through a translucent monolithic YSZ ceramic. 

Materials and Methods  

Translucent YSZ (InCoris TZI, Dentsply Sirona) blocks were 

cut using an automated cutting machine (Accutom 50, 

Struers) and a diamond blade. Slices were sintered at 1500º C 

in a high-temperature furnace (Sintramat 240 V, Ivoclar 

Vivadent). The sintered slices were assigned to three groups 

(n = 10) according to their final thicknesses of 0.5, 1.0, and 

2.0 mm (Figure 1). 

 

    

Figure 1: YSZ slices with different thicknesses. 

 

Every sample was irradiated using the Er, Cr: YSGG laser 

(Waterlase MD™, Biolase) at 1 W and 45 pulses per second, 

without irrigation. The MG6 tip was held perpendicular to the 

ceramic surface while the temperature was measured using a 

type K thermocouple on the ceramic sample's underside 

(Figure 2).  The temperature was recorded in Celsius (º C) 

with a digital thermometer (OMEGA HH506R) every 30, 60, 

90, and 120 s. 
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Figure 2: View of the laser irradiation set up consisting of the thermometer, thermocouple, laser handpiece, and YSZ slice. The magnified figure 

shows the laser tip held perpendicular to the YSZ surface fixed on blue polymer clay. The thermocouple can be seen running under the YSZ slice, 

aligned and below the laser tip to measure the transmitted temperature. 

Statistical analysis was performed using SigmaPlot software 

(Systat Software Inc., San Jose, California, USA). One-way 

repeated measures ANOVA was used to analyze statistical 

differences among the means of the groups followed by a 

post-hoc Tukey test. The significance level was set at  

α = 0.05. 

Results 

The mean maximum temperature and standard deviation for 

each group after 30, 60, 90, and 120 s are listed in Table 1.  

 

Groups 

(n=10) 

Temperature in º C 

(Standard deviation) 

After 30 s After 60 s After 90 s After 120 s 

0.5 mm 
63.9 

(7.5) 

73.3 

(6.8) 

78.9 

(8.0) 

82.0 

(7.9) 

1.0 mm 
40.9  

(3.2) 

45.3 

(3.9) 

48.4 

(4.1) 

50.7 

(4.1) 

2.0 mm 
34.2 

(1.0) 

38.3 

(1.1) 

40.8 

(1.3) 

42.7 

(1.4) 

 

Table 1: Temperature data (in º C) after four periods of continuous laser irradiation 

 

One-way repeated measures ANOVA determined there was a 

significant difference between the temperature values through 

each YSZ thickness at each irradiation time (p < 0.001). The 

highest temperature was recorded after 120 s of laser 

irradiation. The temperature was significantly different 

among the three thicknesses (0.5 mm vs 1 mm, p = 0.001, 0.5 

mm vs 2 mm, p = 0.001, 1 mm vs 2 mm, p = 0.006). 

Discussion  

The laser-induced debonding has been widely investigated 

for ceramic orthodontic brackets rather than ceramic 

restorations [12-16]. Although the tested parameters and 

strategies of erbium-based lasers are safe for removing or 

debonding ceramic brackets, they remain unexplored for the 

second generation of yttria content partially stabilized 

translucent zirconia ceramics, thus require further 

investigation. Our study details the thermal changes produced 

by an Er, Cr: YSGG laser through a translucent monolithic 

YSZ ceramic upon constant laser irradiation.  

For all the YSZ thicknesses investigated, 0.5 mm, 1 mm, and 

2 mm, irradiation time did not affect temperature, except at 

120 seconds, which was significantly higher than the one after 

a 30 s period. These results suggest that there is the potential 

for high temperatures after long constant irradiation at thin 

and thick thicknesses of the YSZ ceramic, where the laser 

energy is absorbed and turned into heat that reached the 

counter side of the irradiated area on the ceramic surface. 

Very few studies have been performed to study the effects of 

transmitted laser energy through translucent monolithic YSZ 

ceramics. The maximum temperature transferred through a 1 

mm thickness opaque YSZ ceramic using the Er, Cr: YSGG 

laser at low power without irrigation is in agreement with the 

values obtained in the present study [Corby, et al.]. This 

implies that the laser strategy proposed can be suitable for 

both types of YSZ ceramics, translucent and opaque, despite 

their difference in alumina content that accounts for the 

degree of translucency of the material [17, 18]. Through the 

thickest YSZ thickness investigated in this study (2 mm), the 

lowest heat was transmitted compared to the other groups, 

suggesting that the thicker polycrystalline layer contributed 

to less transmission of energy through the structure.  In a 

comprehensive review by Kellesarian et al. [19], it was 

determined that the removal of YSZ restorations varied from 

30 to 120 s [20] whereas the removal of lithium disilicate 

veneers with less than 1mm of thickness, can take 9 to 15 s 

[21] using Er, Cr: YSGG and Er: YAG lasers, respectively.  

 

This clinical report evidence was the basis for the laser 

irradiation time evaluated in this study.  
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In dentistry, time plays an important role in clinical practice. 

This is why using a laser instead of rotary mechanical 

instrumentation for removal of high-strength ceramic 

restorations reduces the time that the clinician spends in this 

process while avoiding iatrogenic damage to the underlying 

structure, and reducing the fatigue and anxiety of the patient. 

Our results showed that potentially the Er, Cr: YSGG laser 

parameters chosen in this research could result in different 

ranges of temperatures depending on the ceramic thickness. 

On one side, the increase in temperature for groups 0.5 and 1 

mm can create a hostile environment to the dental pulp. 

On the other side, the temperature changes remain gentle and 

could be clinically applicable for the removal of 2 mm YSZ 

structures. 

The use of laser as a softening method for the resin cement 

used for high-strength ceramics such as YSZ can potentially 

have the advantage of being faster than other methods. In a 

study by Millar, 35 dentists took 39 s on average to cut a 1 

mm groove into a YSZ ceramic using the most effective bur, 

and 53 s on average with the least effective bur [22]. If a 

posterior YSZ restoration is planned to be removed, then the 

time can triplicate because the 1 mm groove will need to be 

cut on the buccal, occlusal, and lingual surfaces; besides the 

fact that the cutting effectiveness of the bur is compromised, 

decreasing rapidly.  Using a laser would allow for more time-

effective crown removal compared to the use of diamond 

burs, but further studies need to be performed on this. 

Laser removal of monolithic or so-called full-contour YSZ 

crowns is intended to be a conservative method. This method 

allows for the removal of the restoration in a single piece and 

possible reuse as a temporary or final restoration depending 

on the clinical circumstance. Despite our study did not aim to 

assess color changes after the laser irradiation, the here tested 

removal laser parameters seemed not to affect the color of the 

translucent YSZ ceramic to the naked eye, which in the case 

of reusing laser debonded anterior restorations would be very 

favorable. 

The selection of laser settings is a critical parameter that, if 

not chosen adequately, would have a high impact on the 

restoration followed by the underlying abutment and 

surrounding tissues. Using Er, Cr: YSGG lasers to debond 

YSZ restorations, is a great advancement for clinical dentist 

practice. The removal of a YSZ monolithic crown with a 

diamond bur takes clinicians more time and causes 

destruction of the crown, while the use of laser would provide 

a more efficient and conservative method. Further research of 

the laser parameters and time used in this study on bonded 

translucent YSZ structures could lead to a better 

understanding of the factors controlling the debonding 

mechanism.   

In summary, as the translucent YSZ ceramic thickness 

increased, the T decreased significantly at each irradiation 

time. Although laser irradiation generated a significantly 

higher temperature, it remained below the critical value when 

2 mm thickness translucent YSZ was used and may be 

considered safe for use. 
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